Abstract in mpmse to the need for the ~v m m t of low-loss core n-ataials used for high-frequency jwwer t n n s f o m , 
loss is, therefore, lowered with addition of V& However, if V&k is over-weighted above an optinaun value, the hystaesis loss kmms dominant and, t h e r e f m the total core-loss imeases.
?he growing demand for miniahimtion of e l d c a l devices rapires the low-me-loss materials of Mn-Zn fenites at high hqwwies. The loss in power fenites consists of hysteresis loss and eddy cwent Ioss. The hysteresis loss can h reduced by attainment of uniformity in both chemishy and micmstiucture. The eddy m n t loss is r a k e d by inaeasing the e l d c a l resistivity of fenite m a W . The general approach for reduction of eddy current loss is to obtain a highly resistive grain boundary by the addition of s d l amount of resistive comp3und [1,2,31.
In the present study, the nncroshudures a d magnetic p m d e s are investigated in Mn-a farites contain@ CnO, SiO2, and VzCb. 'I?E selection of Vfi as the +id addtive.co'~paund is bas+ on its low me!@ pint (675 "C). It is t.ty~tore e-kd The mixture of p3wders was reacted in SHS reaction chardm under controlled oxygen partial pressure. T k reacted wwders with additives (CaO, SiOL, V&) were milled in an atbitor. Powder campads were sintad under controlled heatii scMule and atnmsphere. The sinsintaing candition is the same irrespxt of V& contents. DC electrical resistivity, initial pmmbility, n~~xirnum flux density and m e loss were m e a d by the convenbonal techniques.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The previous study has shown that the b i i additives of CaO and So2 has considerable effect in reducing the core Ioss 161.
The optimum content of CaO and S i a was found ta be 0.06 a d 0.002 w&o, respectively. Far further reduction of core loss, the thd comp,und V& was added in the m g e from 0.01 ta 0.04 wt%. Fig.1 shows the micmtmtmaJ change developed in the cores with the addition of V& In the s m l e containing only CaO and SiQ (without V&), m large a b d grains are o h e d (Fig.l(a) ). In the case of time W and SiQ-do& ~~ a typical duplex grain shu3m-e (huge gmins are imbedded in surrounding small grain matrix) was develaped However, the presence of Vfi in addition to the CaO and SiCh results in a microshuctlne of grain refmement and suppess the abn0rnL-d grain growth as shown in Fig.l(b) and Fig. I(c) . It is believed that the added VzO, because of its low melting point, may nrlt at grain 
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The core loss of f&te materials is, in ge& is given by the summation of eddy-current loss and hysteresis loss. The 
